King of kings
Chapter 2411
Don walked up and kissed Shinni on the cheek.
“Hey, what are you doing.”The divine nun glared.
“You know, let’s go, back to the Ten Thousand Purple Mountains.”Omi said.
“Leaving now?”The Dragon King was busy asking.
“Yes, leave now, Grandpa Dragon, I won’t bother you anymore, I know you have a lot of things to do
now, if you have anything to do, let me know immediately, this is very close to the Ten Thousand
Purple Mountains.”
“Alright, then be careful.”The Dragon King instructed.
“I will, goodbye.”
Omi pulled Gao Xiaolian and Divine Nun to fly in the direction of the Ten Thousand Purple Mountains.
“Divine Nee, what’s your real name?”On the way back, Don asked.
“Ah Jie.”
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“Yes.”
“Okay, Kit, how about we go back and reschedule the wedding?”
“Suit yourself, by the way, who else is in your family?”Kit asked.
“Uh, this.”Don had a hard time answering.
“What, you’re not going to tell me?The last time I was caught by the Blue Emperor at the Ten
Thousand Purple Mountains, I seemed to see a lot of people, who were they to you?”Shenny asked
after her.
Gao Xiaolian was also curious and asked, “Yes, Omi, who are all your parents still in your family?A little
nervous about meeting your parents.”
“This.”Omi said inwardly, “I can’t tell them now that I have so many wives at home, in case they find
out, they won’t want to go back with me, especially Shenni, she and I have only worshipped, it’s best to
cook the raw rice with Shenni before going back, so that they won’t run away even more.”
Omi said, “How about this, I’ll take you to meet my parents first.”

“Okay.”
So, Omi took Ah Jie and Gao Xiaolian to the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom in the Northern Clubs.
Omi arrived in front of a mansion.
“I’m back.”Omi pushed the door and entered.
However, the residence was empty and no one lived there.
“Hey, what’s going on?Where are the people?”Omi came to the Zhou family to meet his former parents
as well, where Omi was going to get the wedding done.
Omi asked a passerby.
“Where did this family go?”
“Hello, senior, no one has lived here for a long, long time.”
“No one has lived here for a long, long time?”
“But the royal family often sends people out to clean this mansion.”
“The royal family?”
“Yes.”
Omi’s eyebrows furrowed, could it be that all of Zhou Tie’s family had been silenced by the royal
family?
“Jie, Xiao Yue, let’s enter the palace and take a look.”
Entering the palace, just as the palace was on its way to court.
“My Emperor is rising high and rising high.”Omi heard the mountain shouts of many ministers.
“Level body.”
“Thank you Gao Sheng.”
Omi stood at the entrance of the palace and saw at a glance that the man sitting on the emperor’s seat
was his former father, Zhou Mi.
“Ah.”Omi was surprised.
At that moment, Zhou Tie also saw Omi.
Zhou Tie immediately announced to the ministers, “Alright, there is an urgent matter today, adjourn
the court first.”
The ministerial doors were discussing, but they still withdrew from the court.
Zhou Tie was busy coming out.

“Mi’er, why have you come back.”
“Father, shouldn’t I come back, what’s going on?How did you become emperor?”
“Myr, please speak inside, by the way, they are?”
Omi introduced, “Father, this is Gao Xiaoyue and this is Ah Jie, they are both my daughters-in-law, I’m
coming back this time to prepare for my big wedding with them, and I expect Father to help me make
arrangements.”
“Of course.”Zhou Tie Da
Joy, it’s hard to believe that Omi would still come here for the wedding.
Shenni and Gao Xiaolian, both thought that this was Omi’s home and were busy greeting Zhou Tie.
“You’re not welcome, you’re not welcome, it’s me who wants to pay tribute to you.”
Omi smiled heedlessly, “You guys can call yourselves father too.”
“Ah, this.”
“Call ah.”
“Father.”
“Father.”
“Eh.”Zhou Tie nodded uncomfortably all over, it was a bit of a life loss for such a powerful person to
call him father.
Omi said, “Dad, now you can tell us what’s going on, right?”
“Mi’er, the last time you came back, you gave me a bowl of some kind of Hong Meng liquid, and after
that I broke through to this realm and easily became the ruler of a country, and now, I’ve been an
emperor for nearly two million years.”
“Wow.”Omi thought about it, it had indeed been so long since that time.
Omi asked, “By the way, where is that Zhou Zhou sister of mine?”
“Ah, Choo Choo, she’s going to the Academy of Immortality.”
“Er.”
“Hehe, she got accepted to the Academy of Immortality.”
“Oh, really bless her.”
“But she got expelled again.”
“Uh, what do you mean?One admission and one expulsion.”

“I don’t know exactly why I was expelled, Choo Choo isn’t even back yet.”
“Don’t worry, she’s sure to be fine.”Omi still remembered that this sister Zhou Zhou was quite cute.
After that, Omi and the three of them stayed in the palace.
Although it had been tens of millions of years, the palace was still the same as it once was, but this
palace had changed three owners in the past ten million years.
A few days later, Omi and Gao Xiaolian, Ah Jie, formally held their wedding.
However, the bridal chamber was separate, the first half of the night to Gao Xiaolian’s new room, the
second half of the night to Ah Jie’s new room.
In this way, the generation of divine nun, became Omi’s woman.
Early in the morning, Omi hehely smiled, “Ah Jie, are you now especially regretful, once deserted for
countless years.”
The divine nun blushed and said, “Nonsense.”
“Were you happy just now?”
“Don’t ask.”Godni was full of shame.
“Are you still willing to leave me now?”
“Nonsense, definitely, no, not relenting.”
“Hahaha.”Omi laughed out loud in great satisfaction.
After that, Omi lived in the Yunluo Immortal Country for almost a year.
Shenny and Gao Xiaolian had also completely accepted each other and became best friends.
Unfortunately, the reality was cruel and Omi should have told them the truth.
One day, Omi called the two of them over.
“Husband, what is it?”Jie was confused.
Omi said, “We’ve lived here, and it’s been a year, and it’s been a happy time, so, we’ve forgotten the
time, right.”
Gao Xiaolian and Shenny both blushed, as if saying inwardly, “It’s been a year so soon.”
“Now, it’s almost time for us to go.”
“Leave?Where to?”The two men asked.
“Home, of course.”
“Go home?Isn’t this your home?”

“This is a former home, and I have a present life home, or rather, a present life home, which is the real
home, where I have the loved ones I care about the most.”
“What?”
“If that’s the case, why don’t you just take us to your home in this life?What former home have you
come to?”Godni was depressed.
“Oh, there’s a reason why I’m not taking you guys straight to this life’s home, and what exactly is that
reason, you’ll know when you get there, so let’s go.”

